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This thesis explores three problems: the cognitive analysis of the senses of over; 
a comparison of the entries of prepositions in the main monolingual English learne'rs 
dictionaries, the Big Five; ways to optimize the entries of prepositions in learner's 
dictionaries. 
     The cognitive analysis of prepositions from three aspects, prototypical study, 
image schematic study and metaphorical study, shows the relations between the 
spatial senses and the metaphorical senses of prepositions. 
     Through the comparison of the entries of prepositions in Big Five it is 
discovered that several problems exist: sense division in some dictionaries are too 
elaborate; ordering senses according to the frequency principle cuts away the sense 
relations; some definitions fail to provide the typical context in which a word is used; 
some common collocations are not given in examples. 
In order to solve the above problems, several ways are suggested to optimize 
the entries of prepositions in learner's dictionaries. They are: only general senses 
should be taken as sense items and specific ones should be reflected in the examples; 
the metaphorical senses should be placed together with the spatial senses from which 
they are derived to preserve the sense relation between them; prototypical use or 
prototypical context in which the word is used should be indicated; more collocations 
with verbs should be given in the examples; information about the cognitive study of 
prepositions should be provided, etc. 
 





























     本文主要探讨三个问题：从认知语言学的角度分析介词；详细比较学习词
典中对介词词条的处理；提出优化处理学习词典中介词词条的方法。 
     对介词进行的认知分析揭示了介词的空间意义和隐喻意义之间的关系。 
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